


The belly of the beast. Cufaba Kuzirudu stared down three villains as they advanced upon him. He

turned and looked for backup, but there was none to be found- his allies were too far away. Time was 

running out. Standing his ground was no longer an option. Cufaba grasped his staff tightly and 

charged.

The three assailants dove at Cufaba as he attempted to run forward. Desperate, Cufaba went the 

only direction he could- up. He jumped, and did a kick off of a nearby wall. He landed on the other 

side of the enemies. The opponents gave chase as Cufaba ran towards his target. Seconds left on the 

clock. Cufaba pulled his pole forward, and the ball was flung out of its cradle. The ball flew through a 

pair of garbage cans just as the Fort Sikode clock tower struck twelve. 6-5. The match was over.

Hofyzo, Jilowy, and Nofi threw their sticks to the ground as Koniki and Pipsqueak cheered. 

Hofyzo reached forward to shake Cufaba's hand.

“Good game,” said Hofyzo, smiling. Cufaba smiled back and accepted the handshake.

“It always is,” he said. “Now, let's get something to eat!”

The six kids hid their sticks and ball under a cardboard box. Cufaba picked up a large, worn-down

satchel, and the gang left the alleyway. They walked down Second Avenue, the summer sun beating 

down on their faces.

“What are you gonna make for us today, Cufaba?” asked Jilowy. At only 8 years old, Jilowy Bixa 

was the youngest of the group. Her smile beamed on top of her snowy-white face- marred only by 

some patches of dirt, a couple scratches, and severe burns that stretched down her neck and all over her

left arm. These burns were obtained from a car crash only a few months back- the same car crash that 

claimed her parents' lives.

“Well, we need some way to beat this heat,” replied Cufaba. “So I was thinking grilled shrimp 

with iced tea. How does that sound?”

The rest of the gang cheered. Cufaba led them down the street, and around the corner into another 

alley. They looked up at a window three stories up. The window was opened slightly, and there was a 

row of potted plants on the windowsill.



“Koniki, where's Old Man Henderson?” asked Cufaba.

“In the bar around the corner,” said Koniki, gripping Cufaba's shoulder tightly. “Chomping down 

on bananas like he always does.”

“Perfect. Pipsqueak, you're up. The plant on the left is the green tea.”

“You got it!” said Pipsqueak, smirking. The tiny 11-year-old boy jumped to the fire escape and 

nimbly climbed up. Pipsqueak Depako's parents were both hardcore drug addicts, and they hardly put 

any effort into raising him. In order to even get food, Pipsqueak had to climb up on top of counters and

crawl into cabinets. When his parents died, Pipsqueak wandered the streets alone until he was found by

Cufaba and the gang. Pipsqueak pulled a handful of leaves off the tree in the windowsill, and quickly 

clambered back down to the ground level. He gave the leaves to Cufaba, who put them in his satchel.

“Next stop, Divusa Street!” said Cufaba. The gang left the alleyway, and traversed a series of 

turns. Eventually, they arrived in front of a warehouse.

“I have enough cups for all of us, but we need a teapot and a new hot plate. Nofi, will you do the 

honors?”

Nofi turned to Hofyzo. “Mmg?” asked Nofi. Hofyzo nodded. Nofi kneeled down and lifted the 

garage door. Cufaba, Hofyzo, Koniki, Pipsqueak, and Jilowy ran inside. Nofi was the third-youngest 

member of the group- at least, the others thought he was. For the most part, Nofi was an enigma. 

Hofyzo found him washed ashore in Port Bostocisco, among a pile of wreckage. Nofi couldn't speak, 

read, or write. The only thing Hofyzo could learn about him was his name, and that was through trial 

and error. After wandering the streets of Port Bostocisco for a few months, they travelled to Fort 

Sikode, where they met Cufaba and Koniki.

The gang ran out of the warehouse, and Nofi dropped the door. “Perfect,” said Cufaba. “Now we 

need to head to Tosu's Market!”

The gang rushed down another series of roads, and ended up at a Tosu's Market, on the outskirts 

of the Sikode Mall. They walked in through the front door. Cufaba grabbed a candy bar off a shelf and 

handed it to Jilowy. The gang walked into the produce section, and towards a rack of lemons. Cufaba 



reached towards a ripe-looking lemon.

“That one has some mold inside,” said Koniki, her hand still on Cufaba's shoulder. “Go with the 

one that's two to the right.”

Cufaba took the lemon Koniki was referring to, and put it in his satchel. Koniki Enyva, tied for 

second-oldest of the group, had a pretty average upbringing. Her dad was a secretary in a law firm, and

her mom stayed at home. Four years ago, a quake hit, and the entire apartment building they lived in 

collapsed. Koniki's parents were crushed by debris, and her eyes were torn apart by broken glass. No 

longer able to see, Koniki followed her nose, and eventually found her way to Cufaba's house. The two

became fast friends.

The gang walked out of the store- Cufaba's bag filled with ingredients. A cashier stared at the kids

intensely. Cufaba turned around and looked at Jilowy in shock. He took the candy bar out of her hands,

and put it on the counter.

“I told you earlier, silly- we just came in to check the price of milk! If we come back later, maybe 

mee-maw will buy you candy. Ok?”

Jilowy nodded, tears welling up. The gang walked out of the store. Once they were clear of the 

entrance, Cufaba took a second candy bar out of his satchel and gave it to her. Jilowy beamed as she 

unwrapped the treat. The six children walked across the street to Speedup's Gas Station. They 

crouched in the bushes, and peered into the adjoining convenience store.

“Who's working the counter today?” asked Hofyzo, reaching into his pockets.

“Bunacy,” replied Cufaba.

Hofyzo rolled his eyes. “Great. We've used the #4 on him before.”

“How about the #12?” asked Cufaba.

“Way ahead of you,” said Hofyzo. He pulled a false mustache out of his pocket, and stuck it to his

upper lip. Cufaba took a jacket made of sewn-together garbage bags out of the satchel, and Hofyzo put 

it on. The 14-year-old ran a comb through his already-perfect hair as he walked into the convenience 



store alone.

Hofyzo Teri had a fairly cushy childhood. His parents were both traders in the Gorunian stock 

exchange. The family lived a life of luxury, in a mansion in Port Bostocisco. However, the Teri's owed

a large sum of money to the Ravens gang. When the Gorunian stock market collapsed in 7106, Mr. and

Mrs. Teri couldn't pay their debts. They committed suicide, and Hofyzo ran away from home.

Hofyzo leaned onto the counter of the convenience store. Bunacy looked up from his magazine 

(an issue of Underpaid Employees Monthly) and stared Hofyzo down.

“Yes?”

“Hello Sir or Madame. I'm Robert Phakename, board-certified ice inspector. The governors sent 

me to inspect your ice?”

Bunacy's eyes opened wide.

“Oh I... I see! Sorry, my boss didn't tell me you were coming!”

“Didn't... know... I was coming...” muttered Hofyzo as he wrote on an imaginary clipboard below 

the counter. “Now, your freezer- what grade is it?”

“Grade?”

“Doesn't... know... what a grade is...”

“Wait, uh... B! It's a grade-B freezer!”

“Thinks... grades... use a letter system...” muttered Hofyzo. “Which type of ice are you stocking?”

“Uh... which type?”

“Which type, son, which type?!” shouted Hofyzo. “Spring ice, pure ice, true ice, authentic ice- 

there are literally hundreds of varieties. Which one do you stock?!”

“I... I don't know!” cried Bunacy.



“Hm. Well, it's going to be difficult to give you a passing score without knowing what kind of ice 

it is. But... if you let me take a sample back to the lab, I can put in a good word for you with your 

boss.”

“Sure! Sure! Take it!”

Hofyzo walked over to the row of freezers, opened a door, and took out a bag of ice. He walked 

out of the store as Bunacy curled up in a ball under the counter. He joined back up with the gang, who 

were high-fiving each other in the bushes.

“Hnn?” asked Nofi.

“Yeah, thanks buddy,” said Hofyzo. Nofi took the bag of ice off of Hofyzo's shoulder, and hoisted

it onto his own. The gang left the parking lot and traversed another series of roads, eventually arriving 

in Sikode Park.

The kids walked through the park until they reached Main Street. A large moving van was parked 

on the side of the road, and next to it was a balding, heavyset man wearing a black shirt. There was an 

extremely large grill set up on the grass already, next to a tree. The man was dragging a large cooler 

away from the moving van, and towards the grill.

“That's the cooler,” said Koniki, as the man set the cooler against the tree trunk.

“Perfect timing, then,” replied Cufaba. He turned to the others. “Koniki and I went on a walk this 

morning, and we saw that guy dragging that cooler around. It's full of fresh seafood- so we should be 

able to get the shrimp from there.”

“You want me to get the shrimp for you?” asked Pipsqueak.

“Nah- the only good approach angle is from that tree, and your arms aren't long enough to reach 

the cooler from any of the branches. I'll do it. Hofyzo, be ready to bail me out if things go south. The 

rest of you, keep watch.”

The man walked back into the van. Cufaba gave his satchel to Koniki, rushed towards the tree, 

and began to climb.



Cufaba Kuzirudu, age 15. Oldest of the crew, and the de facto leader. Above average height, dark 

skin, and spiky blue hair with a red highlight. Cufaba's parents died when he was very little. All of his 

memories were of his aunt, Nayse. Nayse ran a kitchen for the homeless out of the Kuzirudu house- 

and it was from her that Cufaba gained his love of cooking. It was a normal day like any other. Cufaba 

had spent most of the day out with Koniki at Sikode Park. They came home to a pile of ashes. The 

house had burned down, taking Aunt Nayse with it. The only thing that survived the fire was a single 

earring- which Cufaba proudly sported on his left ear.

Cufaba put a hand to his earring, remembering the good times he had those years ago. Suddenly, 

his grip slipped and he fell out of the tree. He landed in front of the man, who was now wearing an 

apron and chef's hat. The man grabbed Cufaba's arm and pulled him up.

“Well, well, well! Looks like we've got ourselves a little thief!” said the man. “You know, the 

military has a hotline for people who catch criminals. Not sure what their policy is on executing 

children, but no better time to find out...”

Two figures wearing jackets and sunglasses walked up to the man. “Hold it right there!” said one 

of the figures. “My name is Jon Secretagent, and this is my associate, Bigs Muscleman-”

“Nice names, blockhead. Where'd you get those outfits, swamp ape's department store?”

“Hey!” shouted Pipsqueak. He, Jilowy, and Koniki walked up the the man, Koniki carrying the 

bag of ice. “You can't talk to our friends like that! You'd better watch out-”

“You'd better watch out for any stiff breezes, runt, or you might end up in another city.”

“Listen, jerkwad,” said Koniki. “We're literal starving orphans, and you've got a whole truck full 

of food. If your own kids were dying, what would you want a stranger to do?”

“If my kids were dying? I'd throw a party. But hey, if you want to eat raw seafood, go right 

ahead.”

“I was planning on cooking the shrimp!” said Cufaba.

“What, just roasted over a fire?!”



“No, grilled on a hot plate! With garlic, cayenne pepper, lemon juice...” shouted Cufaba, as 

Koniki opened the satchel, displaying the ingredients.

The man hesitated. “On second thought... maybe I can spare some food for you. But you kids 

should know that there's no such thing as a free lunch. If you want a hot meal... you'll have to win it.”

The gang looked at each other. “Win it?” asked Hofyzo.

“Have any of you ever heard of Food Combat?”

Silence.

“Essentially, it's a cook-off. Two chefs try to make the best dish they can in a category. It's a 

pretty basic concept. I'm guessing you noticed the truck? I'm in the process of moving my restaurant to

Fort Sikode. That van is filled with ovens, blenders- all sorts of cooking equipment- plus dozens of 

boxes and freezers full of food. If you win, you can keep the moving van and everything in it.”

The children looked at each other with shimmering eyes.

“Ok, I accept that challenge,” said Cufaba.

“Excellent!” said the chef. He pointed to Koniki. “You, girl!”

A pause. “Me?” asked Koniki.

“Yes, you,” said the man. “Go into the park and bring back the three hungriest people you can 

see.”

“Uh, if you say so. Jilowy, wanna come with me?”

Jilowy grabbed Koniki's hand, and the two ran into the park. The chef pointed at Pipsqueak, 

Hofyzo, and Nofi.

“You three- go into the truck. Bring out another grill, a folding table, a grilling spatula, three 

folding chairs, a box of plates, a box of forks, a box of napkins, and an egg timer. Don't drop 

anything.”



The trio of boys ran into the truck. Koniki and Jilowy returned, with three park-goers in tow. The 

first was an elderly woman with silver hair, wearing a green tracksuit and a green sweatband. The 

second was a man in his early twenties, with blue hair in a ponytail and a blue beard, wearing a plaid 

shirt and blue jeans. The third was a middle-aged blonde woman wearing a cyan-blue pantsuit, 

earrings shaped like lightning bolts, and a bracelet with a plastic-looking snowflake attached to it.

“Ah, good, our judges are here. Did these girls explain what they needed you for?”

“Uh, yeah,” said the bearded man, “Apparently we're supposed to judge some sort of food 

competition.”

“How long is this going to take?” asked the middle-aged woman. “I'm supposed to be meeting 

some old colleagues for lunch...”

“One hour for the cooking, plus the time for judging,” said the chef. “Why, is that a problem?”

The woman looked over her shoulder, then back at the chef. “No, it should be fine...”

“Excellent. Please take a seat,” said the man, as Hofyzo set up the last of the three folding chairs. 

The judges took their seats behind the folding table. Pipsqueak handed Cufaba the apron, and he put it 

on. Cufaba picked up the spatula and stepped in front of the grill.

“Oh, one last thing,” said the chef. “I'm prepared to give you what is essentially a quarter of my 

restaurant if I lose this challenge. If you lose, you have to be prepared to give me something of equal 

value.”

“Oh! I don't... I don't have anything worth that much...” said Cufaba.

“Not in terms of monetary value, no. But in sentimental value, I'm sure you do have something 

worth my time. Say... that earring?”

Cufaba put a hand to his aunt's earring. The only thing left of his family- of his former life. Would

he be willing to sacrifice it? Cufaba looked back at his starving friends, then turned towards the chef.

“I accept,” said Cufaba.



“Good,” responded the man. “Here are the rules. Any type of dish is allowed, of any portion size. 

We will have one hour to cook our dishes- but you can choose to finish in less time than that. You are 

allowed to take any ingredients or tools from the truck, but no electronic devices are allowed- we can't 

run any extension cords here. This means that you will have to use the grill to cook your dish, 

assuming you serve a dish that requires cooking. The dishes will be served to the judges as soon as 

they are completed. Whoever gets two out of three votes wins the Food Combat.”

He handed the egg timer to the elderly lady, then stepped back to his grill. “Wind up that timer,” 

said the chef. “The Food Combat will begin as soon as the judge lets go of the timer.”

The old woman wound up the timer and let go. Both competitors turned on their grills. Cufaba ran

for the cooler, and the chef ran for the truck. Cufaba opened the cooler and piled shrimp onto his 

spatula. The chef returned from the truck, his hands full of cardboard boxes. Cufaba got up once he 

had enough shrimp, and returned to his station. He put the shrimp into one corner of the massive grill 

before running back to the truck.

“13...14... Ok, I think Cufaba took 15 shrimp,” said Hofyzo. “That's enough for each judge to have

five. Or maybe he's going to serve four to each judge, and use the rest for taste testing?”

The chef took a large plastic bag out of one of his boxes. Inside the plastic bag was a large ball of 

dough.

Jilowy pointed to the dough. “Is he baking bread?”

“You been haunting the opera too long, little girl?” retorted the chef. “I'm obviously not baking 

bread!”

The man tossed the dough into the air, spinning it as he did.

“No... he's definitely not baking bread...” said Koniki. “He's making a pizza!”

“Ah, pizza...” sighed the elderly judge, as the chef put the dough on the grill. “I was actually the 

first person to ever eat a pizza!”

“No you weren't!” said the bearded judge.



“Yes, I was! I was six or seven at the time. I entered a contest with my local restaurant to be the 

first person to try out the chef's new dish. There were photographers everywhere. I remember that 

feeling of joy when the pizza first arrived on my table. Suddenly, a man jumped out of the pizza and 

asked for my autograph! Good thing my father gave me those self-defense lessons! Ah yes... that was 

the first time I ever took a human life.”

“None of this is true... right?” said the blonde woman.

The chef was throwing cheese and slices of pepperoni on his pizza as Cufaba returned from the 

truck. Cufaba was carrying plastic bags of various colors. He pulled three long, wooden skewers out of

one of the bags.

“Rrn?”

“That's right, Nofi,” said Hofyzo, “Cufaba must be making kabobs!”

Meanwhile, the chef was taking handfuls of squid out of the cooler. He returned to the grill and 

dropped the seafood in the little remaining space there was.

“So hold on,” said Koniki. “This guy's making a calamari-pepperoni pizza or something. But if he 

serves one third of that pizza to each of the judges, that's going to be extremely filling! And if he 

finishes first... the judges might be too full to enjoy Cufaba's dish!”

“Correct!” shouted the chef. “I've participated in many Food Combats in the past. Thanks to my 

cooking speed and my dishes overpowering the judges' stomachs, I haven't lost a single battle!”

Cufaba was unfazed by the chef's remarks. Instead, he took out a large knife and started chopping.

“I can't tell what he's chopping up there,” said Pipsqueak. “Are those yellow peppers or 

something?”

The chef took out a syringe with yellow fluid and injected the crust as it cooked. Cufaba took out 

a bottle and started pouring a liquid onto his food.

“That sauce...” said Koniki. “I can smell the sugar in there from a mile away! He's caramelizing 



his shrimp and pepper kabobs!”

The man cut the pizza into six slices. He piled the slices into three stacks of two. The chef reached

into one of his boxes and pulled out a giant loaf of rye bread. He sliced the bread with a large knife and

started putting the pizza on top of it.

“This guy... he's not just making a calamari-pepperoni pizza,” said Hofyzo. “He's making 

calamari-pepperoni pizza sandwiches!”

The chef stuck a large toothpick through each sandwich, and placed them on three separate plates. 

He placed the sandwiches in front of the judges. The timer indicated that there were ten minutes 

remaining. Cufaba was still at his grill, mixing something in a bowl.

“This is a sandwich I spent years perfecting back in Vepyxu City,” said the man. “Dig in! And 

make sure to get to the crust!”

The judges took their first bite. In an instant, they felt as though they were transported to a rustic 

market square- the smells of the wares of street vendors filling the air.

“It's... it's beautiful,” said the elderly woman. “This is the best food I've had in over fifty years!”

“When I saw this, I thought the salt and grease would be overpowering,” said the blonde. “But the 

bread perfectly balances out the taste!”

The three arrived at the crust at around the same time. They took a bite. Suddenly, it felt as though

the imaginary street vendors were crowding around them, offering free samples.

“The crust- it's full of garlic butter!” shouted the bearded man between bites, beginning to tear up. 

“It's like there's an explosion of flavor in my mouth!”

All three judges were crying when they took their last bite.

“So... how are you feeling?” asked the chef.

“Full!” said the middle-aged woman.



“Yeah, like I couldn't eat another bite!” said the blue-haired man.

“No!” whispered Koniki. “His plan worked! The judges are too full for Cufaba's dish!”

“Can't eat another bite, huh? Are you sure about that?” said Cufaba. He placed three plates in front

of the judges, and six small bowls in front of the plates. “Surely you saved some room for dessert?”

The plates had kabobs on them- but there was no shrimp in sight. A sweet smell filled the air.

“Say hello to my toasted banana & marshmallow kabobs- caramelized with maple syrup!” shouted

Cufaba. “There are two types of dip in front of you- melted chocolate and cinnamon sugar. I figured 

out my opponent's plan from his personality alone. That's why I made a dish that wasn't particularly 

filling or rich. In fact, I think you'll find it's quite light! And the best part is- it's completely modular! 

Too full for chocolate or cinnamon sugar? Don't bother with it! You don't even need to eat the whole 

thing! The kabob just alternates between banana and marshmallow, so if you've eaten one each of 

those, you already know what the rest tastes like. Now... enjoy your dessert!”

The judges took a bite of the first banana without using either type of dip. Suddenly, they felt as 

though they were floating through the clouds, using balls of cloud as snowballs in a snowball fight. As 

the cloud-balls hit their faces, a comforting breeze blew by.

“This is incredible!” said the blonde woman. “I should be full, but this sweetness just leaves me 

wanting more!”

“I didn't think I'd want to try the different dips, yet my kabob keeps getting drawn to them!” said 

the old lady.

“Now wait just a hot second!” shouted the chef. “I saw you grab shrimp from the cooler earlier! If 

you really planned this all ahead of time, what was the shrimp for?!”

“The shrimp was for me,” said Cufaba. He reached into the pocket of his apron, pulled out one 

cooked shrimp, and popped it into his mouth. “It is lunch time, after all.”

The timer was at zero. Cufaba and the chef both turned towards the judges.



“The toasted bananas were divine!” said the elderly woman. “But... that sandwich... it was on a 

whole other level. I'm going to choose that dish.”

“This isn't good!” said Hofyzo. “Cufaba's countermeasures didn't work as well as he planned!”

“I absolutely loved the pizza dish,” said the bearded man, “But the creativity of that dessert kabob 

really blew me away. That's where I'm casting my vote.”

“No, this is still salvageable!” said Koniki. “All we need is for that shrill woman to vote for 

Cufaba's dish!”

“I truly loved both dishes,” said the woman in the cyan suit. “Judging this competition has been 

one of the greatest experiences of my life. But at the end of the day... only one dish tasted like it was 

made by a professional. That kid has potential, for sure- but for this competition, I have to choose the 

pizza sandwich.”

A hush fell over the crowd. Cufaba looked towards his friends as sadness spread across their 

faces. The judges got up and left. Cufaba took off his earring and held it out towards the chef.

“Well, a deal's a deal,” said Cufaba. “Here.”

“Ha, you really though I wanted that tacky trinket?” taunted the chef. “If I wanted cheap jewelry, 

I'd borrow some from my wife. Keep the earring.”

Cufaba fastened the earring back to his ear. The chef put his hands in his pockets.

“Of course, you will need to pay up for your loss somehow,” said the man. “How... how about you

work it off?”

“Work? Like, for you?”

“Yeah, work for me. I fired all my employees when I moved, so I'll need some help around the 

place. What do you say?”

Tears welled in Cufaba's eyes. Working for a chef of this caliber? It would be like a dream come 

true...



“If you start crying, I take back my offer.”

Cufaba wiped away his tears and extended his hand. “It's a deal,” he said.

The man grabbed Cufaba's hand and shook it. “Perfect. You can start by helping me unpack this 

truck tomorrow. Meet me at the storefront on main street. You can't miss it- the sign says 'Tupetoto's – 

Soon To Be The Only Restaurant In Town!'”


